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Tag faces on iphone photos

The Photos app recognizes the faces of people in your photos and grouped them together. You can name the people in the photos, tag your favorites and more. The Photos app scans your photos to quickly identify people, scenes, and objects in your photos. Depending on the number of photos, you can
watch a memory movie about them. And when iCloud Photos is turned on, the people you prefer or name stay up to date on your Apple devices. The Photos app organizes people's photos from people on the People album. You will see a thumbnail of the face for each person your device recognizes. Find
someone in people album: Open the Photos app. Tap the Albums tab. Tap the People album. If you named a person in the Photos app, you can also find them on the Search tab. Just tap Find, then type a person's name. Open a picture of the person you want to add, then swipe up to see the person's
thumbnail under People. Tap the thumbnail, tap Add Name, then type a person's name, or tap the name if it appears. Tap Next, then tap Done. Pictures suggest names from your contacts, but you can manually add the name to someone already in your People album: Here's how: Open the People album,
then tap the thumbnail of the person you want to name. At the top of the screen, tap Add Name. Select or stop typing the person's name if it appears. Tap Next, then tap Done. Sometimes the same person is recognized in more than one group in your People album. To merge all photos under one group,
tap Select, then tap all thumbnails that show the same person. In the lower-right corner, tap Connect. Groups also merge if you give them the same name. With iOS 14, you can get the Photos app to suggest certain people less often. This adjusts the way the Photos app curates your memories, featured
photos and in the Photos widget to see photos , so that you can see fewer photos of these people. Here's how: Open the People album and tap the person's thumbnail. Tap the More button in the upper-right corner. Tap Suggest [name] less. Tap the option again to confirm. If you decide to suggest
someone less, you need to reset the Memories settings to see the person again in the People album. Go to Settings &gt;, tap Recover Suggested Memories, then tap Recover to confirm. Instead of suggesting someone less, you can remove them from people album. Just follow steps 1-2 and tap Remove
[name] from people. You can add them back whenever you want. Mark the people you use most as your favorite to make them easier to find. If you haven't already set up favorites, the Pictures will show the Favorite icon. If you want to favor someone, just tap the Favorite icon . You can also tap a
person's thumbnail, tap the More button, and then tap [name] to favorites. A To named To multiple people at once, tap Select, tap each person you want to favor, then tap Favorite at the bottom of the People album. Photos automatically assign a thumbnail of the face to each person they recognize. If you
want to use another photo for someone's thumbnail, you can change it from the screen in their photo collection. Here's how: Open the People album, then tap the person. Tap Select, then tap Show Face to focus on only the person's face in each photo. Tap the picture you want to use. Tap the Share
button, then tap Make Key image. If you find that the collection contains a picture of someone who has been misidentated, you can delete it. Tap Select, then tap Show Face to focus on only the person's face in each photo. Tap each photo that isn't from the person. Tap the Share button, then tap Not This
Person. Thank you for your feedback. The Photos app recognizes the faces of people in your photos and grouped them together. You can name people in your photos, tag your favorites, and more. The Photos app scans your photos to quickly identify people, scenes, and objects in your photos.
Depending on the number of photos, you can watch a memory movie about them. And when iCloud Photos is turned on, the people you prefer or name stay up to date on your Apple devices. The Photos app organizes people's pictures from people on the People album. You will see a thumbnail of the
face for each person your device recognizes. Find someone in people album: Open the Photos app. Tap the Albums tab. Tap the People album. If you named a person in the Photos app, you can also find them on the Search tab. Just tap Find, then type a person's name. Open a picture of the person you
want to add, then swipe up to see the person's thumbnail under People. Tap the thumbnail, tap Add Name, then type a person's name, or tap the name if it appears. Tap Next, then tap Done. Pictures suggest names from your contacts, but you can manually add the name to someone already in your
People album: Here's how: Open the People album, then tap the thumbnail of the person you want to name. At the top of the screen, tap Add Name. Select or stop typing the person's name if it appears. Tap Next, then tap Done. Sometimes the same person is recognized in more than one group in your
People album. To merge all photos under one group, tap Select, then tap all thumbnails that show the same person. Tap Connect in the lower-right corner. Groups also merge if you give them the same name. With iOS 14, you can get the Photos app to suggest certain people less often. This adjusts the
way the Photos app curates your memories, Your photos and photos you see in the Photos widget – so you'll see fewer pictures of these How to: Open the People album and tap the person's thumbnail. Tap the More button in the upper-right corner. Tap Suggest [name] less. Tap the option again to

confirm. If you decide to suggest someone less, you need to reset the Memories settings to see the person again in the People album. Go to Settings &gt;, tap Recover Suggested Memories, then tap Recover to confirm. Instead of suggesting someone less, you can remove them from people album. Just
follow steps 1-2 and tap Remove [name] from people. You can add them back whenever you want. Mark the people you use most as your favorite to make them easier to find. If you haven't already set favorites, the Photos will show the Favorite icon. If you want to favor someone, just tap the Favorite icon
. You can also tap a person's thumbnail, tap the More button, and then tap Add [Name] to your favorites. To favor multiple people at once, tap Select, tap each person you want to favorite, then tap Favorite at the bottom of the People album. Photos automatically assign a thumbnail of the face to each
person they recognize. If you want to use another photo for someone's thumbnail, you can change it from the screen in their photo collection. Here's how: Open the People album, then tap the person. Tap Select, then tap Show Face to focus on only the person's face in each photo. Tap the picture you
want to use. Tap the Share button, then tap Make Key image. If you find that the collection contains a picture of someone who has been misidentated, you can delete it. Tap Select, then tap Show Face to focus on only the person's face in each photo. Tap each photo that isn't from the person. Tap the
Share button, then tap Not This Person. Thank you for your feedback. Source: iMore If you want to find people and faces in the Photos app, now it's easier than ever. You can use your iPhone and iPad to find and organize photos with your friends and family. Thus, if you want to look back at old photos or
even print photos from iPhone, you can use the Photos app to find them quickly. And this is how you do it! Apple automatically identifies the people in your photos and collects them in the People album. This is all done locally on iPhone and is not synced with other devices except the person's name. This
is where it's up to you what you want to do with the information. You can skip the People album if you want, but if you go in and tag names, you can use the smart search bar in the Photos pool to find images with multiple tagged people. How to find people and faces in Photos on iPhone and iPad? Here's
what you have to do if you want to find people and In Photos: Open the Photos app Tap the Search tab in the lower-left corner. Tap the search bar in the search bar Screen. Type the name of the person you want to find. Source: iMore Remember that this only works if you've already added people to your
People album. Go to the Add favorite people section and learn how. View people and faces in Photos open the Photos app. Tap the Albums tab. Tap the People album. To view his collection, tap the person or face. Source: iMore Individual People collections offer a video slideshow, photo summary and a
complete collection of all photos about that person. To watch the video, press the Play button. From here, you can adjust the length of this area (short, medium or long) or music, but you need to take the video to Memories if you want to make more edits. To rename or rename people in Photos, open the
Photos app. Tap the Albums tab. Tap the People album. Select a person or face from the People album. Source: iMore Tap the Add Name option or the person's name if they've already been identified. Write their names. As you type, AutoComplete suggestions appear in your contacts. you can either
select from these options or type the name manually. Press the next one. Tap Done Source: iMore How to Delete Photos Misidentated in Photos app Photos app is not perfect. There may be times when an app recognizes someone with a different name. Fortunately, you can fix this very easily. Open the
Photos app. Tap the Albums tab. Tap the People album. Select a person or face from the People album. Source: iMore Scroll down and tap Select right above the person's photos. Tap View More if you're not sure which photos you want to fix. Tap Show Face to zoom in on the person identified in the
thumbnails of the photos. Select a thumbnail (or multiple thumbnails) to select them. Tap the Share button in the lower-left corner. In the lower-left corner, click the Not This Person button. Source: iMore How to Add Favorite People or Faces in photos app Open Photos app. Tap the Albums tab. Open the
People album. Tap the heart icon for your favorite person. Source: iMore If you want an unpopular person, follow the same steps. Combining multiple People and Faces collections into 1 person in Photos Sometimes the Photos app creates different profiles for the same person or face. When it does, you
may want to help it by connecting both faces to the same person. Here's how it's going to go down! Open the Photos app. Tap the Albums tab. Open the People album. In the upper-right corner, tap Select. Source: iMore Select people or faces collections to connect (at least two). Tap Connect. When the
app asks if you want to connect, tap Yes. Source: iMore How to Add a Person If you have someone who hasn't been added to people album by the Photos app, you might want to do it yourself. It's just. Only. Simple, just follow these steps: Open the Photos app. Make sure you're on the Library tab. Select
a picture with the person in it. Source: iMore Swipe up in the photo and tap the face you want to add. Tap Add Name. Type the person's name. Tap Next. Source: iMore Tap Done. If you don't want a person on your People album, you can always delete them so they don't appear there anymore. Open the
Photos app. Tap the Albums tab. Tap the People album. Select a person or face from the People album. Source: iMore Tap the option menu. Three points in the top right corner. Select Remove (name) from people. Tap Remove from People's Album. Source: iMore Do you have any questions? Let us
know in the comments below! Updated November 2020: Updated for iOS 14. 14.
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